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results of the project “It-Sr-NER: Web ser- 

vices for named entities recognition, linking, 

and mapping,” in which teams from the Uni- 

versity of Turin and the Society for Language 

Resources and Technologies JeRTeh partici- 

pated, and whose goal was the development of 

the Hi-Sr-NER web service for named entity 
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The lack of tools and resources that enable the annotation, research and 

analysis of bilingually aligned (parallel ) Italian-Serbian texts was the main 

motivation and inspiration for starting; this project. In the didactics of for- 

eign languages in Serbia, there is an almost complete absence of corpus tools 
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in teaching (Vitaz and Poletanović 2020), while on an individual level and 

through personal initiatives in the teaching of the Serbian language as a for- 

eign language in Italy and the Italian language in Serbia, it has been shown 

that corpora in teaching, are significant in many ways and that students 

are glad to accept and apply them in shared work, but also in independent 

research (Moderc 2015a; Perišić 2021). The rich and sophisticated morphol- 

ogy of the Serbian language provides for the declension of toponyms and 

other named entities that foreign students are not always able to recognize 

and reduce to their basic form. Some of the reasons are the same endings 

or the masculine and neuter gender in most cases, the presence of certain 

oponyms only in the plural form, the so-called pluraa tantum (Pljevlja, 

Divčibare, etc.), but also phonetic transcription of foreign names as well as 

some orthographic inconsistencies (Burac and IIapmopmh-JIa»xerah 2008). 

As part of the "Bridging: Gaps" call of the European infrastructure 

or language resources and technologies CLARIN! (Common Language Re- 

sources & Technology Infrastructure), a team of experts from the University 

of Turin and the Society for Language Resources and Technologies JeRTeh 

joined forces and developed web services for annotating, named entities in 

ext, ensuring; their linking with Wikidata,” as well as geoparsing, i.e. geolo- 

cation of recognized locations and their display on the map. Named entities 

in these services are names of persons, places, organizations, demonyms (eth- 

nicities), events and works of art. 
The main goal of the project is the realization and publication of web 

applications and services for monolingual and bilingual, parallel texts within 

the CLARIN infrastructure, as well as on the platform of the Society for 

Language Resources and Technologies JeRTeh. The project envisages the 

creation and publication of the Italian-Serbian corpus of 10,000 segments of 

extracted and aligned sentences, selected from classics of Italian and Serbian 

literature. The results of the project are not limited to the Serbian-Italian 

language combination, but the developed services can be applied to the pro- 

cessing;, of texts in twenty-four different languages. 

The project initiator and team leader is Olja Perišić, a professor at the 

University of Turin ( Universita degli Studi di Torino, Dipartimento di Lingue 

e Letterature Straniere e Culture Moderne) where she teaches the Serbian 

language. On behalf of JeRTeh, the development of the services was led by 

prof. Ranka Stanković in cooperation with prof. Duško Vitas. More infor- 

mation about the project is also available on the website of the Society for 

1. CLARIN 

2. Wikidata 
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Language Resources and Technologies JeRTeh It-Sr-NER CLARIN compat- 

ible NER and geoparsing, web services for parallel texts.? 

2 Parallel corpus 

In foreign language teaching, parallel corpora have proved to be an indis- 

pensable instrument in order to acquire morphosyntax and lexis. The parallel 

observation of two or more languages facilitates contrastive analysis, i.e. the 

observation of similarities and differences of language structures thanks to 

the large number of examples of sentences in context, as was noticed by 

Sinclair at an early stage of corpus linguistics: “The language looks rather 

different when you look at a lot of it at once.” (Sinclair 1991, 100).In teach- 
ing translation, parallel corpora enable word sense disambiguation and the 

definition of polysemic lexicon, which are not given enough space in bilin- 

gual dictionaries (Moderc 2015b; Perišić Arsić 2018). At the same time, it 
has been noticed that the number of representative, parallel corpora even 

for major world languages is insufHicient (Granger 2018). 

For all these reasons, in the first phase of the project, it was necessary 

to create an Italian-Serbian corpus of 10,000 aligned segments (sentences) 
excerpted from ten different novels. The novels are presented with random 

samples of segments in order to avoid copyright issues. Novels by Italian 

writers represented in the corpus are: Umberto Eco, The Name o}f the Rose; 

Carlo Collodi, The Adventures of Pinocchio: Elena Ferrante, Those Who 

Leave and Those Who Stay; Luigi Pirandello, One, None and a Hundred 

Thousand. Serbian writers are represented by five novels: Ivo Andrić, Legends 

of Anika and The Bridge on the Drina; Borisav Stanković, Impure Blood: 

Branislav Nušić, Municipal child: the novel of an infant; Danilo Kiš, Garden, 

Ashes. Considering: that the main task of the project is to annotate the 

named entities, the corpus also includes translations into Italian and Serbian 

of Jules Verne's novel Around the World in EFighty Days. 

The novels were aligned and prepared in TMX (Translation Memory eX- 

change) format using the ACIDE application, an integrated environment 

for the development of parallel corpora. (Obradović, Stanković, and Utvić 

2008; Krstev and Vitas 2011). Figure 1 presents the first two translation 

units, marked with the label <tu> (translation unit), within which there are 

translation equivalents marked with the label <tuv> (translation unit vari- 

ant). Paired, i.e. aligned segments in Italian and Serbian are numbered (n1, 

3. https:/ /jerteh.rs/index.php/it-sr-ner-3/ 
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creationid="nl" creationdate="20220825T211907Z"> 

<seq>Sposa giovanissima Stefano Carracci e gestisce con 
successo prima la salumeria nel nuovo rione, poi il negozio di 
scarpe a piazza dei Martiri.</seq> 

</tuv> 

<tuv xml:lang="sr" creationid="nl" creationdati: 20220825T211907Z"> 

<seq>Veoma mlada se udaje za Stefana Karačija i uspešno 
upravlja isprva delikatesnom radnjom u novom rejonu, a potom 
obućarskom radnjom na Trgu mučenika.</seg> 

</tuv> 
</tu> 
<tu> 

<tuv xml:lang="it" creationid="n2" creationdate="20220825T211907Z"> 

<seg>Elena comincia a scriverla nel momento in cui apprende 
che la sua amica d'infanzia, Lina Cerullo, solo da lei 

chiamata Lila, č sparita.</seg> 
</tuv> 
<tuv xml:lang="sr" creationid="n2" creationdate="20220825T211907Z"> 

<seg>Elena počinje da je piše kada sazna da je nestala njena 
prijateljica iz detinjstva, Lina Čerulo, koju samo ona zove 
Lila.</seg> 

</tuv> 
</tu> 

Figure 1. Example of a TMX output document 

n2,...) and each has an attribute indicating the language: xzm1:1ang="it" or 

xml:lang="sr". The parallelization process with the ACIDE application, in 

addition to generating: a TMX output document, also generates an HTML 

representation that can be seen in Figure 2. 

Itolian (if) Senbian (sr) 
nl Sposa giovanissima Stefano Carracci e gestisce con successo _ ml Veoma mlada se udaje za Stefana Karačija i uspešno 
prima la salumeria nel nuovo rione, poi il negozio di scarpe a piazza . upravlja isprva delikatesnom radnjom u novom rejomu, a 
dei Martiri. potom obućarskom radnjom na Trgu mučenika. 

m2 Elena počinje da je piše kada sazna da je nestala njena 
prijateljica iz detinjstva, Lina Čerulo, koju samo ona zove 
Lila, 

n2 Elena comincia a scriverla nel momento in cui apprende ehe la sua 
amica d"infanzia, Lina Cerullo, solo da lei chiamata Lila, č sparita, 

Figure 2. Example of aligned segments of translation equivalents in Italian and 

Serbian 

The corpus is published in the ILC4CLARIN B Center, with the unique 

identifier http://hdl.handle.net/20.500.11752/OPEN-980, so it is visible 
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through the VLO (Virtual Language Observatory) https:/ /vlo.clarin.eu/. 
The zipped form of the corpus contains several parts: aligned bilingual, 

but also individual, monolingual versions. Automatically tagged named 

entities (as explained in Section 3) are also part of the published cor- 
pus. The corpus can also be accessed from the working github site 

https:/ /github.com / rankastankovic It-Sr-NER /tree/main/corpus. 

In addition to being downloadable, the corpus containing  complete nov- 

els from which the published version of 10,000 segments were extracted, is 

also available for searching on the Biblišat digital library. A feature of the 

Bibliša library is an advanced search with the possibility of morphological 

and semantic expansion of queries for the Serbian language. Figure 3 shows 

n3330 E si riunivano per lo pid dietro la casa, | |n3330 A najviše ih je bilo iza kuće, do samih 
metadata | presso le finestre della stanza grande, perche li _ |prozora velike sobe, jer tu su sasvim odvojeni od 

erano del tutto isolati dai contadini e dagli ultimi | ovih varošana i od dolazećih i mogli slobodni, 
venuti e potevano gemere liberamente e neopaženi, da hukću, ubijeni ni: - Oh, bre, 
inosservati, uccisi e irrigiditi dal dolore bato! 
esclamare: - Ahimč, batc 

jalmente le vedove, i cui figli appena n31 Osobito udovice, čiji sinovi tek što nastali, 
si davano a spendere e a sprecare, pa mesto da preduzmu i počnu voditi brigu 

invece di pens ituire il padre, |kući, da zamene oca, domaćina, a oni p. 
il capo della famiglia, facevano paura a questi lor |trošiti i rasipati - osobito su one te svoje sinove 
figli, ricordando il "loro bato" [Bato = fratello] jednako njime, „batom svojim", kako su ga svi u 
come tutti lo chiamavano in famiglia, e rodbini zvali, zastrašivale i pretile im. 
minacciavano. 

n4780 Dede ha bisogno di compagnia, crescere . | n4780 Za Dede će biti dobro da dobije 
metadata | da soli č brutto, č meglio darle un fratellino o una | drugaricu, nije lako odrastati sam, bolje je da 

sorellina ima batu ili sestricu. 

n2565 Anche quelli di Sofia facevano a gara nel | n2565 A Sofkini opet, radi njih, da bi pred njima 
metadata | servire, stringendosi intorno a Marco, per pokazali koliko oni vole i cene svoga novog 

dimostrare agli altri quanto bene volevano al loro | prijatelja, tog njihovog „batu”, svi s utrkivali 
nuovo amico, al loro batc u služenju, obletanju oko Marka. 

n2523 «Nadia e suo fratello» n2523 „Nadja i njen brat.” 

Figure 3. An example of expanding; the search in Bibliša 

a panel with the results of a semantic expansion example where the query 

“brat” (“brother”) is automatically expanded with the synonym “bata” (little 
brother), and then their morphological forms are added to the query. Several 

segments can be seen in Figure 3. 

4. BSuomama 
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The option to view collections of paralle] documents (Figure 4) is avail- 
able with a limited number of segments for all users and with a larger number 

of segments for authorized users. 

BrBLIŠA: ALIGNED COLLECTION SŠEARCH TOOL 

ITSRKOR ITSRKoR 

oonima koji odlaze i onima koji ostaju 
ilenaFerante 1. 

voh1 
141 41 

14.1.00 
voh1 14.1.002 

vol. 1 
a 

Ti ponte sul 
a rve| 

Figure 4. Browsing; a collection of parallel documents ItSrKor 

Parallel corpora are valuable for translation studies, while contrastive 

linguistics and the simple use of concordances facilitate the study of cross- 

linguistic phenomena (Figure 5). Students of the Italian language at the 
University of Belgrade, where prof. Saša Moderc teaches, as well as students 

of the Serbian language in Turin, where prof. Olja Perišić teaches, will be able 

to use the developed resources, considering, that they are open and therefore 

available to other students and researchers. 
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2.1 Service implementation 

It-Sr-NER services,? stored in the CLARIN repository with the unique 

identifier http:, /hdl.handle.net, 20.500.11752/ OPEN-981, not only process 

monolingual texts (in 24 languages), but also successfully annotate bilingual 

texts in the form of translation memories in TMX format. 

Apart from the development of the web services, the ultimate goal 

was the integration into the European infrastructure for language resources 

and CLARIN technologies, specifically the Language Resource Switehboard 

platform.5 The primary goal was to annotate named entities for Italian 

and Serbian languages, but it was extended to other languages for which 

the compatible spaCy" models exist. Models trained using the spaCy li- 

brary, downloaded for each language from the corresponding, repository 

https:/ /spacy.io/models, were used to label the named entities. For the Ital- 

ian language, the it_core_news_sm-3.4. 0,8 model was downloaded, trained 

on an automatically created corpus for the recognition of named entities, 

WikiNER,” based on the text and structure of Wikipedia (Nothman et 

al. 2015), while for the Serbian language, a model trained on the corpus 

was implemented of old Serbian novels SrpPONNER (Šandril Todorović et 

al. 2021), downloaded from the European Language Grid (ELG) platform.10 

n addition to recognizing; named entities, the goal of the application was 

also to link them with items in the open knowledge base Wikidata. The Uni- 

versity Library of Mannheim (Universitatsbibliothek Mannheim, abbrevi- 

ated UB Mannheim) developed spaCyOpenTapioca!! for the task of linking 

named entities to concepts (items) in Wikidata in spaCy using: Open Tapi- 

oca!? (Delpeuch 2019). The source code of the service and the application is 

available on the github repository. By using the spacyOpenTapioca package, 

It-Sr-NER services can, in addition to recognizing: and annotating: named 

entities, link entities with items in wikidata. 

As a final result, a web service was created that enables geoparsing., i.e. 

displaying, recognized named entities that exist in wikidata on a map. 

. It-Sr-NER services 

witchboard.clarin.eu/tools 

spacy.io/ 

. it__core__news__sm-3.4.0 

9. WikiNER 

10. ELG 

11. spacyOpenTapioca 

12. OpenTapioca 

o 
.
O
 

= + j»
| 
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EFight web services have been developed, four each for monolingual and 

bilingual resources, which enable: 

~
 

NER - recognition of named entities according to the classes from Ta.ble 1 

trained language models of the spaCy library; 

NER+NEL - in addition to the recognition of named entities from the 

previous point, additional linking: with wikidata of annotated entities, 

where possible by using the functions of the spacyOpenTapioca service, 

applied only for the recognized named entities, i.e. for the text inside the 

XML tag; 

. NEL - recognition and linking of named entities with wikidata relying; 

on the recognition of named entities by the spacyOpenTapioca system, 

whereby the recognized named entity is annotated with the tag ~WDT—- 

and the class of the named entity with the label attribute. 

. Geoparsing - for those recognized named entities of LOC class that exist 

in wikidata, finding: the latitude and longitude (geolocating) using the 

geopy,!ž library, followed by displaying them on a map using the folium14 

library. 

NER class tag|Description of the entity class 

PERS Names, surnames, nicknames and their combinations (of real 

people and fictional characters, including gods and saints). 

LOC Continents, countries, regions, settlements, oronyms, bodies of 

water, names of celestial bodies, city locations. 

ORG Names of companies, political parties, educational institu- 

tions, sports teams, hospitals, museums, libraries, hotels, cafes, 

churches and shrines. 

DEMO Residents of countries, cities, regions or ethnic groups; derived 

adjectives from the name of the location. 

EVENT Names of events that recur regularly or happened once but 

they have their own name: natural disasters, revolutions, bat- 

tles, wars. 

WORK 'Titles of books, plays, poems, paintings, sculptures, newspapers. 

Table 1. Named entity classes 

ypi.org/project/geopy/ 

/python-visualization.github.io/folium/ 
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Language-specific models often use different labels to denote classes of 

named entities. So, for example, LOC is usually used for the spatial lo- 

cation class, but one can also find GPE for geopolitical entities (English 

model), then LC (Korean model), as well as placeName and geogName (Pol- 
ish model). In order to harmonize the labels of named entity classes between 

models for different languages, the labels of the classes denoting, locations 

and geopolitical entities have been renamed to the LOC label, even if other 

labels (GPE, LC, placeName, geogName) were used. The mapping, is done 

systematically for all classes and can be seen in the configuration file avail- 

able at Ing__config.csv.!5 

In addition, entity labels of the PERS class, which mark persons, were 

set as the basic tag into which corresponding, labels from other models 

were mapped: PER (Italian), PRS (Swedish), PERSON (Macedonian), per- 
sNAME (Polish). The label NORP (nationalities or religious or political 
groups) of nationalities, political and religious groups from the Japanese and 

Finnish models, then NAT_REL__POL from the Romanian one, are mapped 

into the label of the class DEMO, which are marked with demonyms, ethnic 

relations (Stanković et al. 2021). Since some language models have a much 
richer set of named entity classes, for example English has 18 classes, Roma- 

nian 16, a column with a list of ignored labels is defined in the configuration 

file. 

n addition to the mentioned classes with which the named entities are 

associated, the NER+NEL and NEL web services provide information about 

he entity type (attribute labe/), description (attribute desc) and a link in 
he Wikidata knowledge base (attribute ref). 

t has already been mentioned that the input can be monolingual or 

bilingual text. In the case of processing, bilingual resources, the input file 

must be a valid TMX document. Figure 5 shows the output of the NER+NEL 

service for bilingual resources, while Figure 6 shows the output of the NEL 

service, also for bilingual resources, but this link recognized named entities 

o items in wikidata using the spacyOpen Tapioca library for both languages. 

All project results: program code, web services, web application, as well 

as parallel corpora, have been published with open licenses, and as such can 

be freely used for research and commercial purposes. 

15. Ing__config.csv 
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<tu> 
<prop Lypoc-"Domain"/> 
<tuv xml:lang="it" creationid="n54" creationdate="20220825T211907Z"> 

<seg>Progettava di raggiungere <IOC ref="https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q90" de 
"capital and largest city of Prance">Parigi</LOC> insieme ad altri suoi compagni, 
mi invito ad andare con lei in automcbile.c/seq> 

</tuv> 
<tuv xml:lang="sr" creationid-"n54" cre. »ndate-"20220825T211907Z"> 

»Plan joj je bio da stigne u <L- I-"https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/090" desc 
_Meapital add imždest ciiy o Prdnco"žParimC/LOĆ> zajedno a drugim svojis 
kolegana, pozvala me je da joj se pridružim, išle bismo automobilom.</scq> 

</tuv> 
</tu> 

t. 

Figure 5. NER+NEL output for bilingual resources in TMX format 

<tu> 
<prop type="Domain"> 
<tuv xml:lang="it" creaticnid="n934" crecationdate="202208257211907Z"> 

<seq>Banko Mihailović Č un giovane silenzioso e bravo, anch'egli frequenta la facolta 
di legge a <WDT ıcf-"https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q1435" lsbcl-"LOC" desc-"capital 
city of Croatia">Bagabria</\L"!>, si vede giš dinanzi una carricra nell'amministrazionc 
e prende raramente e tiepidamente parte alle discussioni e ai dibattiti dei suoi amici 
sull'amore, la politica, le diverse concezioni della vita e l'ordine sociale.“/segq> 

:lang="sr" creaticnid="n934" creationdate="20220825T211907Z"> 
<scqpBanko Mihailović, Ćutljiv i dobroćudan mladić, koji studira pravo u <VD? '=l- 
"https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q1435" lab "LOC" desc="capital city of Croatia"> 

a Već sada na činovničku karijeru i slabo i mlako učestvuje u 
drugarskim prepirkama i razgovorima o ljubavi, politici, i pogledima na život i 
društveno uređenje.</==gq> 

</tuv> 
</prop></tu> 
<tu> 

Figure 6. NEL output for bilingual resources in TMX format 

3 Methods of use 

The described web services are available via the web application at the ad- 

dress https:, /ners.jerteh.rs/, as well as by using the requests module within 

the Python application!* as follow: 

ı import requests 

» # choose language — lang, and feat 

ı lang = "it" /(Qparam |' ca', zh', hr”', da”', nl', en', ' fi",? 
fr','de!, el', it?', ja”,'ko', It', mk', nb', pl','pt 

o ro ', ru', es', sv', uk','sr '| 

· feat = "nel" #'Qparam |' ner”', 'nel', 'nernel', geo 

» % use api 

c API_KEY = ["file", "data", "lng", "feat"] 

16. https:/ /colab.research.google.com 
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r url = 

= params = 

o res = 

'https://ners.jerteh.rs/api? 

dict(key=API_KEY, 

requests.get(url, params=params) 

data=data, lng=lang, feat=feat) 

Figure 7 shows the integrated web services on the Language Resource 

Switchboard platform. The input data can be submitted as an XML file in 

case of bilingual resources, and for monolinguual resources a text file can be 

passed or the text can be entered directly into the provided field of the web 

application form. 

i»Language Resource Switchboard 

Resources 

txt_0-it-sr-TMX.xml 595.78KiB M 

Mediatype 

Language 

Matching Tools 

CLARIN ·.;} Upload Tool Inventory Help 

application/xml 

+ Add another resource 

Groupbytaska arch for tool 

v Named Entity Recognition 

Nž > spaCy bbilingual NEL (for TMX) 

» spaCy bilingual NER (for TMX) 

> spaCy bilingual NER and Geoparsing (for TMX) 

> spaCy binlingual NER and NEL (for TMX) 

Figure 7. Presentation of the integrated web service on the CLARIN infrastructure 

'The developed services allow two different formats of display of processing; 

results, HTML and XML documents as illustrated in the following; example. 

Figure 8 shows the processing of text directly written in the textbox for 
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Serbian (left) and Italian (right). For both languages, a selection of NER, 
services (number 1 for Serbian and number 5 for Italian) was presented, and 
as a result of the work, HTML and XML documents were presented (number 

2 for Serbian and number 6 for Italian). Using the NEL service (number 3) 
for the Serbian language, the output is presented in the form of HTML and 

XML documents (number 4), where it can be seen that this service also 
provides a description of the entity by mouseover event on the entity. 

Process plain text file, TMX, or a string Process plain text file, TMX, or a string 
3J 

O -> i b d - KMR 

Orype inpaste the text below >isa. ama. uzamsanuuzu: s 
\rbija je zesljs Balkan, glavni grad je Beograđ, hrez koji protiču umav i Sava. Predgednik je Š OODOO aletangar Vačšć. || - 
Seleci processing Language: + ~|(ffle  not a TMX) Belect processing Language: ___ | e s not a TMX) 
„Select parsing method: NER ___ Select parsing mefnod: |ER ____V 

—W| WORK |EVENT| | E WORK 

igzemlj Bamigndje Bišiliš, pvrkojipnsibn Biili  Bili prekesi || 1BB + m e tt= ı a a —als asie av ı BBB + 
la Baya_ l| presienee del pacse | 

• 
[ sebaja 010 je zemija -17- Baikana 10.. glavni grad e -10 -Beograd | |a -10 - Serbia 10. & un passe balcanico, la capitale & -1D -Belgradc 

av</10C> i <LOC>BSavac/lOC>. Predseđnik — ||-/LoC>, attraverso la guale scorrono il <LDC-Danubio</LOC> e la <LOC 
|-/10C>. 11 presiđente del paese š <PERS»Aleksandar Vučić“/PEES>. 

(rbija je estja Balkama, glavni grad je Beograd, kroE koji protiću binav i Seva. Predsedni de Alekandar Mč 
'Select processing Language: - | (f e is not a TMX) i ii — - . ) Select processing Language: |_ |(if file is not a TMX). 
Sreapasnonereeije___= [|s pasng metea{nen=seL= } 7 

aorisdMA 
'WORK | EVENT MO | WORK | EVENT| | % 

lavni grad je Beoguad, kroz koji protiču [Dunay ı (Sava. Predsednik :.·„·.„·„·mm.m \H anraverso la gaale scorrono il Damibie 
|- -3j e la (Sasa. || presidente del paese Č 

Spr cc Taps 7ee srkidsta Srs7aikiTctS– p 
Gs -1O reT-rBttps:Z77r wikidata crg7wiki7G4G3" drsc-"sovereign stats—Ti 
|sovtheastern Kurope"Serbia-/L0C> & un paese balcanico, la capitale & <LOC 

"capital of Serbia"Belgrađo| 
rete 

T1 presidente del paese Š 
ep Aleksandar Vuššć-/NDT: 

Figure 8. Display of directly entered text processing; 

The NER+NEL service (number 7) for the Italian language, shows re- 
sults under number 8, where it can be seen that this service also provides 

additional information about the entity using; the description of the corre- 

sponding item in wikidata. It can be seen that the XML documents of these 

two services (number 4 and number &) differ by the labels of recognized 
named entities, ie. NEL service is labeled with the label <=WDT, while 

the NER+NEL annotation uses the tags described in Table 1. Also, the at- 
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ributes of these two services differ, the NEL service has one more attribute 

han the NER+NEL service, which is the label attribute, describing; tagged 

named entities in English, regardless of the text language. Descriptions in 

English are the most common, that is because wikidata is the most devel- 

oped for English, so it is implemented in this version. In the next versions of 

he service, the approach will be modified so that the description language 

corresponds to the text language. The HTML preview of both services is the 

same. 

OZ Downioed XML. 
— DEMO | WORK | EVE!] 

ml Abilissimiagenti di polizia sono stati inviati vrlo vešti ljudi. poslati su u Ameriku i Evropu” 
„ in tutti i principali porti đimbarco e đi sbarco: e sarš ben di -avanje i iskrcavanje, i taj će gospodin teško 
quel galantuomo sfugga alla loro caccia. umi 

M? - Porcib respinsia forza il pensiero di {NiBGL presi |Bičijdi sotobraccio. | m2 - Zato skupih snaguiizbacih|MIMR iz misli. uzeh |BjeWdi pod ruku. 
mormorai: si, sposiaimoci al pili presto, voglio andar via di casa, voglio — promrnljah:da,hajde da se venčamo što pre, želim da odem od kuće. 
prendere la patente, voglio viaggiare, voglio avere il telefono, la želim da položim vozački ispit, da putujemi, da imam telefon, felevizor. 
televisione, non ho mai avuto niente. nikad: nisam imala. 

m3 II professor |Guido Aieota provo a persuadere il figlio, ci furono- 3 — ProfesorGVido Ajtot\ pokušao je da ubedi sina da povuče optužbu, 
lunghe telefonate nel corso delle quali con un certo stupore sentii che il vodili su đuge razgovore tokom kojih sam zapanjeno slušala kako 

vecchio perdeva la calma, alzava la voce. njegovog oca izdaje strpljenje, vikao je s druge strane slušalice, 

m4 — Lachiesa non era maestosa come altye che vidi in seguito a m4 _ Crkvanije bila veličanstvena poput onih koje sam kasnije video u 
Suasburgo 3 Charres a Bamberga c a Patigi Suazburu . Šartru . Bambergu i Parizu 

mS - Siraccontava che P'arciprete, vedendo queilo che accadeva nella 5 Pričalo se da je proto, videći šta se dešava u kasabi. držao u. 

'kasaba, avesse tenuto nella chicsa di Dobrun una veglia di maledizione, . dobrunskoj crkvi kletveno bdenije, u izvrmutoj odeždi i sa svećama 
indossando abiti rivoltati e con le candele accese alla rovescia. zapaljenim naopako. 

n6 - Crebbe allora Fimportanza del ponte sulla IDrina quale unico m6 U tim vremenima važnost mosta kao jedine sigurne veze između 

collegamento sicuro tra il pascialato bosniaco e la (Serbia . |bosanskog pašaluka i |Srbije neobično je porasla. 

Figure 9. Display of bilingual text processing using the NER+NEL service 

Figure 9 shows an example of the results of processing a bilingual text 

(submitted as a TMX document) on the CLARIN platform Language Re- 
source Switehboard using the NER+NEL service. The possibility of display- 

ing the description of the item (determiner) America (Q30) is illustrated, 
where it can be seen that the recognized named entity America is associated 

by underlined style. 

As in the case of previous web services, geoparsing, is available for both 

bilingual and monolingual resources, where only recognized named entities 

of LOC class by NER~NEL are displayed on the map. Figure 10 shows 
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geoparsing, for monolingual resources for both languages, Serbian (left) and 

Italian (right). 
For different languages (in this case: Italian and Serbian), there may 

be differences in the recognition of named entities, as well as differences in 

geoparsing, for several reasons: 

1) For the given language, there is no item (headword) for the annotated 
entity in the knowledge base; 

2) The named entity in Serbian is not recognized because the system does 

not recognize inflected forms for the Serbian language (such as cases 

different from the nominative singular: CpOuje, Beorpa/ny, etc.); 

3) The translation equivalents (Serbian and Italian) are not literal, so the 
named entity does not appear in one of the equivalents (see segment 

number 6 in Figure 9). 

Figure 10. Geoparsing for Serbian language (left) and Italian language (right) 

4 Conclusion 

In the paper, we presented the results of the project It-Sr-NER: CLARIN 

compatible NER and geoparsing, web services for Italian and Serbian parallel 

text, supported by the European infrastructure for language resources and 

technologies CLARIN. The initial motivattion for launching a joint project of 

experts from the University of Turin and JeRTeh, the Society for Language 
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Resources and Technologies, was to improve the teaching of the Serbian and 

Italian languages through the creation and publication of a web service for 

annotating; the named entities and displaying  them on the map. The lack of 

specific language technologies for the Serbian language has for years been an 

obstacle in the application of the results achieved for languages with a larger 

number of speakers. Individual initiatives that see partial implementation of 

corpora in teaching; are insufHcient and do not represent a sufHcient stimulus 

for researchers and teachers in the field of Serbian as a foreign language. 

The main primary result of the project is the publication of a set of web 

services for monolingual and bilingual parallel texts on the CLARIN platform 

Language Resource Switchboard. At the same time, the project enabled the 

realization of secondary goals, which are equal in importance to the primary 

goal, such as the creation and publication of a parallel Italian-Serbian corpus 

and the construction of a web application and service on the platform of the 

Society for Language Resources and Technologies JeRTeh. A total of eight 

services were developed, four each for monolingual and bilingual resources. 

The text can also be processed by direct input into the provided field at the 

sentence level or a file entered by the user can be processed. At the same 

time, linking: of named entities with Wikidata and geoparsing, are provided. 

Although Serbian and Italian resources were the focus of the project, the 

developed services can process texts in 24 languages. 

Further research will take place in the direction of organizing; additional 

training: in order to popularize web services, as well as their inclusion in 

teaching. One of the most important goals is to expand the corpus, as well 

as to improve the model for annotation of named entities and link them to 

knowledge bases. 
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